Harry Eller and Richard Proper have been working hard to reassemble a heater unit for a system in MS Hall. Bill Cooke will use the system for an upcoming research project.

Assistant Chemistry Professor Tyler Meldrum brought his student, Mackenzie Kelley (left), to the lab, and Will was able to provide assistance analyzing their samples starting with the Profilm3D Surface Profiler and ending with good results from the Hirox.

Seung Sae Hong from Stanford University stopped by the lab for a tour before his presentation on complex oxide membranes.

Bill Cooke brought Derek Meyers (center) from the University of California to the lab for a tour before his presentation on atomic layer engineering.
Lopa Das stopped by the lab for a visit in January. She received her PhD in Applied Science from W&M in 2017 and frequently used our lab equipment to perform her research.

Ben Kincaid, a former W&M lab tech and 2017 Physics graduate, joined Olga, Amy, Bernie, and Harry for lunch during his winter break from his PhD program at NC State.

Nick Moore, Applications Engineer at Nanoscience Instruments in Alexandria and former W&M lab tech, introduced Thaddeus to Olga and other lab personnel. Thaddeus is a 4 month old Rottweiler pup, and he is the newest addition to the Moore family in Williamsburg.